File Management and Naming Conventions
As a visual effects artist, it is necessary to understand the importance of good file management and file
naming conventions. Not only will this help you keep organized, most clients demand very specific naming
rules. Not using the appropriate naming rules leads to confusion, mistakes, and angry clients, and the
latter is to be avoided at all costs! This also applies to the slate, the first frame of the preview. Incorrect
data is not acceptable. We will be creating an automated slate, but it is important to check to make sure
that the slate is displaying accurate shot information.
When an artist submits a preview file, editors load that preview into their cut or edit. Depending on the
length of the production, there could be thousands of shots. Editors need previews and final rendered
output to be named in a certain way so they can keep organized.
Another important note is that files need to be versioned, such as adding v001, v002, v003, etc. Maya
scene files, After Effects project files, and preview files need to have matching version numbers. It is very
easy for versioning to get out of sync, but it is vital that the After Effects project file version number
matches the preview version number that was rendered from the corresponding composition. Clients
often change their minds and request previous versions. Even if you did not overwrite previous versions,
if the After Effects file numbers don’t match the preview file numbers, then good luck trying to find which
composition matches what the client is referring to.

Project Folder Guide
Create the following folders manually when setting up a project. Maya and After Effects will automatically
add other folders as needed.
assets:
comp_images:
comps:
images:
previews:
plates:
scenes:
sourceimages:

Models that are referenced in the Maya scene files
Images that are used only with After Effects, not with Maya
After Effects project files
Outputted images only, such as rendered frames and UV snapshots. Do not
place textures here
Rendered mp4/mov files from After Effects. These are the only files that you
need to submit for a grade
The footage, “plates”, provided for the exercise/project
Maya mb/ma scene files
Inputted images only, such as textures and image plane references

Archiving
Archiving refers to gathering all of the associated or referenced files used by the Maya scene or the After
Effects project and placing them in a zip folder. This is very useful when transferring only the necessary
files to another computer or sending the files to me. For example, if you have an issue outside of class and
I need to view your scene, sending an archived scene or project is the best way to ensure that I will be
able to open it.
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Maya Scenes:
Go to File > Archive Scene. A zipped folder will be created in your set project folder under scenes.
Email the zip file to me via Google Drive, OneDrive, or another file-sharing site.
After Effects Projects:
Go to File > Dependencies > Collect Files >Collect. A folder will be created in the same folder where
the project is saved. Then, zip the folder, right-click > Send To > Compressed zipped folder. Email the
zip file to me via Google Drive, OneDrive, or another file-sharing site.

File Naming Conventions
As mentioned, clients expect you to follow their conventions exactly, and as such, I expect you to follow
my conventions exactly. In the real world, you would not add your name to the file itself, but for the
purposes of keeping everyone’s shots organized, please do so as follows.
Convention:
ANI270_<<FileName>>_v<<VersionNumber>>
Example:
ANI270_Project01_v010
Incorrect:
ani270_p1_V10
ANI_270_Project_01_version10
ANI 270 Project 01 v010
The After Effects composition should be the named same, although there is no need to add your name
to this.

Slate and Data Overlay
The slate provides important information about the shot. A slate is usually a single frame and is always
edited out of the final cut. Data overlay is the information shown at the bottom or the top of the preview,
starting after the slate and continuing for the duration of the shot. This must include the frame counter,
your name, and the file name and version number.
In a real production, Class would be the name of the project, movie, television show, commercial, or
whatever it is. Description would be a brief description of the sequence in which the shot takes place.
Usually, visual effect shots are part of longer sequences of shots, even if those other shots are not visual
effect shot.
There will be a demo on how to create an automated slate. If you miss the class, there is a video tutorial
online. There are two parts to the slate tutorial, but only the first part is required for this class. The second
part discusses head and tail handles, as well as a method of automatically changing the color of the frame
counter for readability. The tutorial is available here: Creating a Slate with Expressions Part 1 - Simple
Expressions
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Slate:
Class:
Description:
Filename:
Length:
Size:
Artist:
Date:

Slate Example:
Class:
Description:
Filename:
Length:
Size:
Artist:
Date:

Visual Effects and Compositing
Describe the shot. This is useful to remind someone what is happening in the shot or
the sequence of shots.
This corresponds to the name of the After Effects composition
ANI270_<<project/exercise name and number>>_v###
<<number of frames>> + slate
1920x1080
<<your name>>
DD/MM/YYYY

Visual Effects and Compositing
Spaceship Flyby
ANI270_Project01_v016
560 frames + slate
1920x1080
Linden
01/04/2018

Slate Example
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After Effects Preview Rendering Instructions
There are two choices for rendering previews. The H.264 codec is not available in After Effects, but the
DNxHD codecs are available. For H.264, you must use the Adobe Media Encoder. This will be demoed
during class. DNxHD is a better format for quality, but you need to make sure you select the correct
“resolution”. Also, DNxHD previews generally much larger than H.264 previews. However, either option
is usually fine with me.
Video Codec: H.264
Video Format: MP4
Resolution: 1920x1080
Target Bitrate: 20 Mbps
Maximum Bitrate: 25 Mbps
Render at Maximum Quality: (check)
Use Maximum Render Quality: (check)
*Please do not zip the preview file. If it is so big that it will not upload, you did something wrong.
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Maya V-Ray Rendering Instructions
Common Tab Notes
Make sure the path and file name are
accurate. If you use the version token, make
sure to use a version label. If you don’t, the
files will not save.
Use multichannel EXR files so that each
frame stores all of the associated passes for
the respective render layer. Single-channel
EXR’s will save each pass out separately.

Enable Render animation only in batch
mode to prevent the frame buffer starting
from the first frame every time it is
launched.

Make sure to check the correct camera.
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VRay Tab Notes

Bucket sampling is more efficient than
Progressive sampling when comparing the
same quality image, and generally reducing
graininess. However, Progressive sampling
allows for a maximum render time per
frame, whereas Bucket sampling does not.
Use Bucket sampling if there are no time
limit restrictions or the frames do not take
long to render.

Max render time uses minutes, meaning
that 30 seconds equals 0.5 minutes, and
3 seconds equals 0.05 minutes.

Disable tone (color) mapping because it
breaks the linear workflow.
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GI Tab Notes

Make sure to enable Global Illumination.
Brute force is not the fastest method, but it
is the most accurate and requires the least
amount of work.
Unless there are issues, use a Light cache for
secondary bounces.
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Overrides Tab Notes

Enable motion blur for the cameras;
otherwise, no motion blur will render.

If Viewport subdivision is not checked, then
objects using the smooth shaded mode will
not render as displayed in the Maya
viewport.

If a Sky or HDR environment is used, the
following channels should use the same
image node. Break the connection of the
Background texture to prevent it from
showing up in the rendered images/
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Render Element Tab Notes
Added render element (passes) from the
left column appear in the right column. If
the current render layer requires the passes
to be enabled, make sure a ‘Y’ appears on
each pass name.
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Render Pass Override
(Disabling a Pass)
If the render layer does not require a
particular pass, create an absolute override
for Enabled in the Extra VRay Attributes tab
of the Attribute Editor.

As shown below, in the Render Elements
tab, an ‘N’ will appear next to the pass
name, and in the Attribute Editor, Enabled
will turn orange, and the check mark will
be removed.
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VRay Extra Tex Pass for
Ambient Occlusion (AO)
The Extra Tex pass allows for a custom
shader to be applied to a render layer
during the rendering process. It is not
extracted from or otherwise included in
the beauty render. Instead, it behaves like
a material override on a render layer, and
as such, requires additional time to render.
Extra Tex is not merely for AO; it can be
used to coat all objects in a render layer
with any shader. However, for this class,
we will primarily use it for AO.
Slowly double-click the pass name in order
to label it.
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Quickly double-click the pass name to open
the node in the Attribute Editor. Remove the
Filename suffix and use an Explicit channel
name. Select the input connection of the
Texture channel in order to add a surface
shader.

Select the input connection of the Out Color
channel and add a VRay Dirt material.
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Radius: Larger values increase the area where
the occlusion effect is displayed.
Distribution: Larger values thin-out the effect
near occluded surfaces. It’s sort of like
increasing the contrast of the gradient.
Falloff: Increases or decreases the gradient or
range of value between occluded surfaces.
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Focal Length
When light rays hit a camera lens, they converge at a focal point. The focal length refers to the distance
from the focal point of the lens to the camera sensor. As the focal length increases, the angle of view and
the foreshortening decrease, and vice versa. For example, with an ultra-wide-angle (small focal length),
the angle of view is large, and therefore, more of the subject can be shown in the frame. Foreshortening
is also increased, meaning that objects closer to the camera look much larger and more distorted than
they do to the human eye. This is especially noticeable with vertical lines, which appear to angle inwards
or outwards, if the camera is tilted up or down, respectively. With a super-telephoto lens (large focal
length), the angle of view is much smaller. There is very little foreshortening, and the subject will appear
to be flattened. It is important to match the focal length of the plate when setting up the camera in a 3D
scene. Otherwise, 3D objects composited onto the plate will not look correct.
The following images are of the same subject, but with each increase in the focal length, the camera is
physically farther away from the subject.

18 mm (ultra-wide-angle lens)

24 mm (wide-angle lens)

35 mm (wide-angle lens)

55 mm (standard lens)

120 mm (short-telephoto lens)

300 mm (super-telephoto lens)
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Focal Length Cheat Sheet
As focal length increases:
• vanishing points move farther away
• field of view decreases
• foreshortening (distortion) decreases
• subject appears larger in frame (zoomed in)
• subject appears to be flatter
As focal length decreases:
• vanishing points move closer together
• field of view increases
• foreshortening (distortion) increases
• subject appears smaller in frame (zoomed out)
• subject appears to have more depth
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Color Correction
Color correction is a general term used to describe the process of altering the color or light of an image or
video. Color grading is the term more closely associated with the final color correction of a video,
moreover to achieve an artistic look rather than simply matching the lighting of the plate when
compositing elements. Color grading is done after all compositing has been finished and is usually done
by a colorist, not a visual effects artist.

Color Bit Depth
One of the most important concepts in this course is color bit depth. It can also be confusing due to
different interpretations of the term when describing the bit depth of different image formats. For the
purposes of our class, herein bit depth will refer to bits per channel (bpc) unless otherwise specified.
Most computer monitors, televisions, and screens display 8-bit color. With 8-bit color, each channel, red,
green, and blue, respectively, has a range of 256 values. (R: 0, G: 0, B: 0) is black, and (R: 255, G: 255, B:
255) is white. The total color combinations with 8-bit color are determined by multiplying all three
channels together, which is 256x256x256. That amounts to over 16.7 million different color values. While
this sounds like a lot, for visual effects and more professional cinematography, 8-bit color does not have
enough precision for color correction.
In photography, raw image formats are often used in conjunction with 8-bit JPEG images. Typically, raw
images support 12-bit or 14-bit color. There are dozens of raw image formats. These files have minimal
processing, and a greater range of color, giving the photographer a lot more control over the look of an
image. The same applies to video, though saving video is more complicated due to the amount of the data
that must be processed. Remember that video is a sequence of images, and the minimum frame rate is
24 frames per second (fps). This is standard for cinematography, but some projects require up to 60 fps
or beyond, especially if slow-motion is required. Saving so much data presents an obstacle for hardware.
It is important to note that video quality is not influenced much by bit depth, but moreover by the format,
codec, and bit rate. In fact, in terms of visual quality, the effect of bit depth is only really apparent in
certain instances, such as a gradient of values, like the sky. If not enough colors are available to produce
a smooth gradient color banding occurs. Bit depth allows for much greater control of changing the color
later, but if the bit depth is too low to begin with, it can reduce the integrity of the image in specific
instances.
For television production, shooting video in 10-bit color is common. With 10-bit color, each channel has a
range of 1024 values. The total color combination is 1024x1024x1024, which amounts to over a billion
different color values. This offers a lot more flexibility to manipulate the color of the plate. Some high-end
video cameras can shoot 12-bit, 14-bit, or 16-bit. Very few can even shoot 32-bit, but usually still images
only. With 16-bit, there are 65536 values per channels, resulting in over 281 trillion colors. For anyone
who is curious, Adobe’s 16-bit mode is actually 15-bit + 1, so there are only 32769 values per channel. The
extra one value is to allow for a midpoint value. Usually, 15-bit or 16-bit offers enough color precision for
most production work.
There are situations where even more control is needed, and in such cases, 32-bit is used. The number of
colors per channel is enormous. The values are no longer displayed as integers, whole numbers, but rather
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as floating-point numbers. Pure black is 0.0, and pure white is 1.0, but values may be less than 0.0 or
above 1.0. This is referred to as High Dynamic Range (HDR) color. Even if the source images are not 32bit, setting an After Effects composition to 32-bpc, for example, gives compositors a lot more control since
bright values can exceed 1.0. This is useful for glows, blurs, gradients, and additive light effects. Using
negative values, or values lower than 0.0, is considered a poor practice as this usually leads to clipping
and sometimes bizarre color issues.
Clipping occurs when values exceed the available color range of the image format or the viewing space,
and cannot be saved or displayed, respectively, and as such, max out at pure white or pure dark. This
often results in a harsh border around clipped pixels. Over-exposed images have clipped or blown-out
highlights. When compositing, it is important to avoid clipping as much as possible.
Another important term is color clamping. Clamping occurs when values are prevented from exceeding
some user-defined limit or when the workspace bit depth is not high enough to display the source image
or effects. This usually occurs with bright values. For example, the Add blending mode in After Effects
allows values to exceed 1.0. However, if the workspace bit depth is only 8-bit, the pixels of the Added
layer could be clamped. In extreme cases, regions of the image could appear to be grey instead of white.
In such cases, though, clipping will occur when setting the workspace to 16-bit or 32-bit. Clamping is
sometimes unintentional, but it is often necessary in order to avoid clipping, such as for limiting the
brightness of highlights. The HDR Highlight Compression effect in After Effects is very useful for clamping
very bright pixels.

Targa, PNG, and JPEG Images
Targa files are lossless as are PNG files, and both formats support an alpha channel. Alpha channels are
used for transparency. However, we will seldom use Targa files. We may use PNG files but usually not for
rendering. JPEG images are lossy, and commonly used for textures but not for rendering. It was mentioned
earlier that there are different interpretations of bit depth. Targa and PNG files use the term bit depth to
describe the total depth of all channels collectively instead per channel. For example, a 24-bit Targa file
as 8 bits for Red, Green, and Blue, respectively, totaling 24 bits. A 32-bit Targa an additional 8-bit channel
for an alpha. It is important to note the difference between a 32-bit Targa file and a 32-bit EXR file. Targa
files have only 8 bits per channel, while EXR files can go as high as 32 bits per channel.

EXR, TIFF, and HDR Images
EXR and TIFF files are the most appropriate image formats to use for rendering. Both formats support up
to 32 bpc and high dynamic range color. For this class, we will use EXR files for rendering. Another feature
of EXR files is the ability to save all passes for each frame in one file. While this allows for fewer files to
manage, it does require more setup time in After Effects. Furthermore, if one of the passes is deemed
unnecessary, it is not possible to delete because it is embedded in the same EXR as all of the other passes.
However, it is very easy to update an old render with a new version because there is only one sequence
to reload.
HDR, High Dynamic Range, files are also useful formats, but not for sequence rendering. HDR files are used
mostly for Image Based Lighting (IBL). Instead of relying solely on Maya lights, an HDR file can illuminate
the scene with enough light to mimic the environment, and they can also provide reflections for scene
materials. Usually, IBL is used in conjunction with regular lights or a sun system.
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Linear Workflow
In the real world, the relationship between the output of a light source is proportional to its energy input.
More energy is required to make the light source brighter. The same is true in Maya. Increasing a light’s
intensity from a value of 1 to 2 will make the light twice as bright. This makes sense. However, this was a
problem in the age of CRT monitors, which could not display light linearly based on their energy input.
CRT monitors had a gamma curve of 2.2. Notice in the image below that 60% voltage provided only about
20% brightness.
CRT Monitor Gamma Output vs. Voltage

Modern monitors do not have the same issue, but they inherited the problem from CRT monitors. Newer
monitors had to display images to look the same as they did on CRT monitors, and so, the solution was to
apply an inverse gamma curve of 0.4545, which
linearizes the color. A gamma curve of 0.4545 applied
on top of the gamma curve of 2.2 makes a straight, or
linear, line.
The sRBG color space, or standard Red Green Blue, has
an overall gamma of about 2.2, which mimics the
gamma curve of CRT monitors. Images embedded with
this color profile can display correctly on CRT monitors
without problems. Modern monitors essentially undo
the conversion by applying an inverted gamma curve.
So why is this important?
Maya calculates using linear light, but linear images do
not appear correctly on our monitors. We need to see
the image properly in order to adjust the lighting
properly. For example, let’s say an artist is working with
Inverse gamma curve of 1/2.2 (.4545)
a rendered linear image without using proper color
management. The linear image appears too dark. The artist may try to increase the brightness of the lights
in the scene in order to compensate, which then results in parts of the image now being too bright. This
is a major concern, especially when working with photorealistic renders. To add to the problem, most
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textures imported into Maya are created in an sRGB color space and have already been embedded with a
gamma of 2.2. This means that parts of the render may appear too bright and other parts too dark. Using
a linear workflow ensures that all the of the scene lights, color swatches, and textures have a linear
gamma, and thus, all of the calculations during the rendering process are done properly. Color
management is used to display images correctly (in most cases with the sRGB color profile) and to ensure
that texture files and colors swatches are linearized. Textures with an embedded sRBG color profile have
the inverse gamma curve of .4545 applied to them.
Generally, many different artists will handle the same images throughout the post-production process.
Therefore, it is important that everyone is viewing the images with the same color profile and that no one
embeds the images with a color profile before passing them on to the next artist. Only at the final stage
of production are the images embedded with a color profile for final output.
As a side note, internally, Maya always calculates in 32 bits per channel (bpc) with linear light regardless
of the frame buffer type and the color management settings. It does not take any longer to render a 32bit image than an 8-bit or 16-bit image. Maya converts the pixel values based on the frame buffer setting
prior to saving the image. In V-Ray, the frame buffer is accessed via Image format options in the Common
tab of the Render Settings window.

Color Management in Maya
The color management settings are intended for the purpose of viewing color values correctly in Maya,
although it is possible to embed the color management settings into the render images. By default, the
view transform and the input color space are set to sRGB. The view transform is the color space in which
Maya will display color information and rendered images. The input color space is the color space in which
the textures were created, which is almost always sRGB.

Linear (Raw) Image
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sRGB Color-Managed Image
Notice that the linear, or raw, image is very dark in comparison to the color-managed image, but the linear
image is needed for compositing. With color management enabled in Maya, however, you will see the
sRGB version. You will only see the linear image by disabling color management or by opening the image
in other software in which color management has not been set up or is not an available feature.
Remember not to embed the color profile at any time unless required to do so. For example, it would be
better to save a color-managed, non-final image for a client who will be viewing it on a standard device.
It would be inappropriate, however, to deliver a color-managed image to another department for further
post-production work. From the standard Render View window, there are two options when saving a
single image. There is Save Color-Managed Image, which will embed the color profile, or Save Raw Image,
which will save a linear image without a color profile.
As of Maya 2016, all textures and swatches are automatically color-managed. However, we do
not want non-color textures, such as specular, reflectivity, bump, normal, etc., to be adjusted.
Therefore, each map’s color space must be changed to Raw.

Tone Mapping
Tone mapping, or color mapping, generally refers to converting a high-dynamic range to a low-dynamic
range. While it is not necessary to use in all situations, using a tone mapper helps to prevent clipping when
viewing a render in a standard sRGB workspace. An example of clipping is when a value is too bright or
too dark to be represented in the color workspace, and the value is forced to 100% white (R: 255, G: 255,
B: 255) or 100% black (R: 0, G: 0, B: 0), respectively. Remember that 16-bit and 32-bit color depths have
an enormous range of value beyond the 256 values per channel of 8-bit color. A value above 255 still has
to be displayed on an sRGB monitor, which is why the problem occurs. Some color profiles integrate tone
mapping, but sRGB does not. However, using a tone mapper in Maya breaks the linear workflow. Only use
toning mapping for preview purposes or if no compositing is required.
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Tone Mapping Disabled

Tone Mapping Enabled
While the differences between these two images are subtle, take note of the highlights on the sphere and
on the screen-left building. Tone mapping reduces the intensity of the highlights and removes the clipping
that is present without tone mapping.
With V-Ray, in the VRay tab of the Render Settings window, ignore the Color mapping - advanced menu,
and in the Color mapping menu, change the Mode to Don’t affect color, only adaptation. Otherwise, the
tone mapper is applied to the rendered frames, which prevents continuing the linear workflow outside of
Maya later in a different software package, such as After Effects.
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For more information about Maya color management system, visit the site below. Note that there is no
audio. Get Started with Color Management

Color Management in After Effects
In order to view rendered frames properly in After Effects, it is necessary to setup the proper color
management settings here too. Under File > Project Settings > Color Settings, change the Depth either to
16 bits per channel or 32 bits per channel (float). If 32-bit files were rendered with Maya, then choose the
latter option. Next, set Working Space to sRGB IEC61966-2.1 and check Linearize Working Space.
If 16-bit files were rendered, then there are additional steps in order for After Effects to display them
correctly. In the Project window, right-click over one of the EXR sequences. Go to Interpret Footage >
Main. Under the Color Management menu, set Interpret As Linear Light to On. By default, After Effects
only color management to 32-bit images. This option forces color management for non-32-bit images. It
is important to remember that sRGB images, or other non-Maya frames, should not be changed. In order
to apply these settings to all of the sequences, right-click again over the same sequence, go to Interpret
Footage > Remember Interpretation. Then, select the other sequences, right-click and go to Interpret
Footage > Apply Interpretation.
Also, do not forget to change the frame rate to 24 fps. By default, After Effects will interpret sequences at
30 fps, which will play the sequence too quickly. This setting is generally changed at the same time as
setting color management options.
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V-Ray Render Elements (Passes)
There are many ways to composite passes depending on the amount of control that is needed. Following these steps is a good place to start.

Order
Above Option
1, 2, or 3

Main
Passes

Description

Composite of

Blending Mode

Specular

Highlights (reflections at specific angles)

N/A

Add

Refraction
Reflection
*Extra Tex

Transparent materials (glass/water)
Diffuse reflections
Additional global texture (e.g., AO)

Raw Refraction x Refraction Filter
Raw Reflection x Reflection Filter
N/A

Add
Add
Multiply (if AO)

(other passes that make this pass)

Option 1: Does not allow for individual control of direct or indirect lighting
Bottom

Total Light

Direct and indirect lighting with diffuse color Raw Total Light x Diffuse or
Lighting + GI

Normal

Option 2: Allows for individual control of direct lighting only
Above GI
Bottom

Lighting
GI

Direct lighting with diffuse color (only
diffuse that is directly lit)
Indirect lighting with diffuse color

Raw Light x Diffuse

Add

Raw GI x Diffuse

Normal

Option 3: Allows for individual control of direct and indirect lighting and diffuse color
Raw Light
Above Raw GI

Direct lighting without diffuse color

Raw Light x
Diffuse creates
the Lighting pass
N/A

Precomp:
Raw Light x copy of
Diffuse
(manual Lighting
pass)

Add (Precomp of Raw
Light x Diffuse)

Copy of
Textures and colors with flat lighting
Diffuse
Above Diffuse Raw GI
Indirect lighting without diffuse color
N/A
Multiply
Bottom
Diffuse
Textures and colors with flat lighting
N/A
Normal
Notes: Keep in mind that if the Extra Tex pass is used, then the composited passes will look different to the beauty pass. In After Effects, turn off
the Extra Tex pass when making comparisons with the master beauty pass to avoid confusion.
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Order

Above
Diffuse /
Total Light

Raw Passes

Description

How to use

Blending Mode

Raw Shadow

Mask of shadows (areas blocked raw light)

N/A

Raw Reflection

Raw Refraction x Raw Refraction
creates the Refraction pass

Add (if combined)

Raw Refraction
Filter
Raw Light

Only reflection values
(defines what is being reflected)
Reflection values without the Fresnel effect
(controls the strength of the reflection)
Only refraction values
(defines what is being refracted)
Refraction values without the Fresnel effect
(controls the strength of the refraction)
Direct lighting without diffuse color

Raw Shadow x Diffuse creates
the Shadow pass
Raw Reflection x Reflection Filter
creates the Reflection pass

Raw GI

Indirect lighting without diffuse color

Raw Light x Diffuse creates the
Lighting pass
Raw GI x Diffuse creates the GI
pass or
Raw Light + Raw GI creates the
Raw Total Light pass
Raw Total Light x Diffuse creates
the Total Light pass

Multiply (Raw Light)
Add (Lighting)
Multiply (Raw GI)

Composite of

Blending Mode

Raw Reflection Filter
Raw Refraction

Above
Diffuse

Add (if combined)

Multiply (Raw Total
Light)
Raw Total Light
Direct and indirect lighting without diffuse
Multiply (Raw Total
color
Light)
Normal (Total Light)
Notes: Raw passes must also be rendered with their non-Raw counterpart and its filter for correct results, regardless of whether or not it is to be
used during compositing. For instance, Raw GI must be rendered with GI and Diffuse.

Order

Other Passes

Description

Shadow

Mask of shadows (areas blocked diffuse
light)
Glossy reflections
Glossy highlights

Raw Shadow x Diffuse

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Self-Illuminated areas
Distance of scene objects from the
camera

N/A
N/A

Add
N/A

(other passes that make this pass)

Above
Diffuse

N/A

Reflection Glossiness
Reflection Hilight
Glossiness
Self Illumination
Z-depth
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For more detailed information about V-Ray Render Elements, visit the following web pages.
Render Elements
https://docs.chaosgroup.com/display/VRAY3MAYA/Render+Elements
List of Supported Render Elements
https://docs.chaosgroup.com/display/VRAY3MAYA/List+of+Supported+Render+Elements
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